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Human capital has received plenty of attention from the western scholars since it 
is proposed, and many scholars devoted themselves into the research of it. As the 
research of the Human Capital theory in depth, the academic circle has haven a clear 
understanding in the aspect of the definition and connotation of human capital. 
However, it is still an obsession to researchers since the appearance of human capital 
at the mention of how to measure the value of human capital, and it is still not been 
solved by experts. As an intangible capital, human capital is difficult in defining the 
measurement standards and model. Although the method of measuring human capital 
has been as many as dozens, there is no method that can calculate human capital 
accurate and comprehensive completely so far. And such problem needs to be 
explored and researched in depth by scholars in the future. 
We elaborate the origin and development of human capital theory 
comprehensively in the first, and then we summarize the human capital theory from 
the aspect of concepts, connotation and the role it plays in economic growth. Before 
we conduct empirical study, we compared three common categories measurement 
methods, namely cost method, income approach and stock of education law, and give 
a simple evaluation in their pros and cons. Finally in the thesis, we measure the 
human capital stock of 1985-2009 years in China based on the attribute-approach. The 
results are physical volumes, not the results of currency. We analyze and compare the 
results, and proposed some suggestions in improvement the existing defects. 
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第二章  人力资本内涵及相关研究综述 
2.1  人力资本的定义和内涵 

























































































































































































济增长模型是G=s / c，G 是经济增长率，s 是储蓄率，c 是资本产出比率。由于
假设 c 不变，所以经济增长率 G 唯一地决定于储蓄率及资本积累率 s，因此，哈
罗德-多马增长模型是典型的资本决定论模型。从中可以看出，模型并未考虑技
术进步对经济增长的影响；索洛经济增长模型： t ( , , )t t tY F K A L= ， tA 表示综合要
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